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 Winter Rental Agreement Addendum 

 This addendum to the rental agreement on Outdoorsy/RV Share is meant to be an addition and does not 
 replace the original agreement. 

 Westco Glampers will ensure all water lines and tanks are drained and empty prior to the renter's arrival. This 
 is to ensure there are no frozen water lines and no possibilities of water line / tank breaks. During rentals that have 
 temperatures at or below freezing it is strongly encouraged that renters do not hook up to a water source or fill the 
 fresh water storage tank. Westco Glampers will put RV Antifreeze in the Gray and Black water tanks. This will allow 
 renters to bring jug / bottled water into the rental unit and use toilets, sinks, and shower drains but not running water. 

 Guidelines for at or below freezing temperatures 

 -  DO NOT hook up to a water source 
 -  DO NOT fill the fresh water tank 
 -  Leave all fresh water drain lines open 
 -  Run the heater and leave all cabinet doors open in the rental unit. 

 These guidelines are intended to help keep damage from happening to the rental unit during your trip. Once 
 the renter has taken possession of the rental unit it is out of the control of Westco Glampers and the renter assumes 
 all responsibility for damages including frozen pipes. Damage responsibility is not limited to the cost of repairing the 
 water system but extends to damage to the rental unit structure and contents as well as lost rentals during repairs. 
 Lost rentals only applies to rentals that were already booked through Outdoorsy and does not include future rentals 
 that could have been booked. 

 I _______________________________, the renter, have read and understand this agreement. I Accept full 
 responsibility for any damages and agree to take all precautions necessary to protect the rental unit. 

 Renter:________________________________________           Date:________________________ 

 Owner: ________________________________________           Date:_______________________ 
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